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Famous Celebrities Get Their Identity Stolen
M Marketing November 09, 2014

Movie stars and other celebrities are not exempted from identity theft. In fact
there have been an increase in celebrity identity theft over the years.
Celebrities are being targeted by hackers because of their great amount of
wealth.

(Newswire.net -- November 8, 2014) Pittsburg, KS -- In 2001, a restaurant busboy
was able to steal money from one of daytime’s favourite TV show host Oprah
Winfrey. When he was finally caught he was found with a Forbes magazine that

had the list of persons he intended to steal from.

 

The famous fresh prince of Bell- air, Will Smith, was also a victim of identity theft. His hacker, Carlos Lomax attempted
to open multiple credit accounts buying things in the actor’s name. He also cost Atlanta Hawks basketball player Steve
Smith $81, 000 in charges.

 

Tiger Woods, Michael Jordan, Bill Gates, 50 cent, Steven Spielberg are just a few other famous celebrities that have
been a victim of celebrity theft. So just how can one avoid getting their identity stolen? With the increase of identity
theft cases companies are creating identity theft proof products that can help to prevent identities from being stolen.

 

The latest technology is the RFID blocking wallet . According to identityblock.com, Radio-Frequency Identification
(RFID) is a wireless communication system used to transfer data from a tag attached to an object for the purposes of
automatic identification. The cards provide a different way of payment that requires no contact with your credit card or
ID.

 

An advantage of using a rfid blocking wallet is that it protects your Smart cards. It must be a hard reality to face being a
victim of identity theft. The thief simply walks away with someone’s Smart card information.  The rfid blocking wallet
prevents these thieves from reading credit card information and committing fraud in you name.

 

Another advantage of using the rfid blocking wallet is pretty affordable. The cost online for a product like this ranges
from about $15 to $40 which is a pretty affordable price considering the major damage that identity theft causes.

 

D-Armor  is now offering all new customers with a 3$ off  in its order at Amazon.com with coupon code - GADGET3F -
just visit the link below:

 

http://www.amazon.com/Credit-Card-Holder-Sleeves Wallet/dp/B00IXR4TR2/ref=sr_1_10?
ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=rfid+blocking+wallet

About D-Armor

D-Armor is designed to block unwanted rfid scanners and thieves from reading smart cards and credit. D-Armor
supplies its products from some of he top manufacturing facilities in the world.
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